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1. INTRODUCTION.

Ceramic insulators are integral parts of numerous components essential for the heating,

control and diagnostic measurement of fusion plasmas [1]. Materials near the first wall may be

exposed to 104 Gy/s of ionizing radiation, 10"6 dpa/s of elastic (collisional) radiation [1], and

high deuterium and tritium fluxes. For safe and reliable reactor operations it is important to be

able to predict the resultant tritium inventories and permeation fluxes. Currently there is little

or no published data on tritium behaviour in A1N. There are some data on BeO and A12O3, but

there are large variations in the reported behaviour. This is summarized in Appendix I, an

updated version of an interim report on this project.

This report contains the preliminary results of work begun in 1994 on ITER task T26/28.

The ceramics studied in 1994 were A1N and A1203; BeO will be added in 1995. Section 2.1

reports on the measurements of permeation through an A1N film on a vanadium substrate, with

supplementary Rutherford backscattering measurements of the surface composition, before and

after permeation. Section 2.2 deals with ion-beam analysis of hydrogen and deuterium in

sapphire and alumina, before and after room temperature implantation of deuterium, with careful

attention to the effects of the analysis ions upon the data; section 2.3 looks at the data in 2.2

from the perspective of ion-beam-rnduced desorption; and in section 2.4 a thermal desorption

measurement is reported for comparison. The numbers derived include effective diffusivities

and, in the case of A1N, an estimated solubility, for hydrogen isotopes.



2. RESULTS

2.1. Permeation Measurements on A1N Thin Films

Early in 1994, Carnetoid Advanced Technologies, Inc., of Whitby, Ontario, prepared a

set of experimental A1N films on stainless steel and vanadium substrates [2]. These films were

analysed at McMaster University by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS). Permeation

measurements were carried out on one sample which had an A1N film of about 1 /xm thickness

and a stoichiometry close to 1:1 (sample # A1N25).

A standard permeation technique was used, in which the permeation foil separates two

vacuum chambers. Both chambers were evacuated, the "upstream" chamber to a base pressure

of 10~8 Pa and the "downstream" chamber to less than 10~10 Pa. When the sample had been

heated to 673 K. the upstream chamber was loaded with high purity deuterium gas to a pressure

of 5.5 kPa. A residual gas analyser (RGA) in the downstream chamber measured the deuterium

which permeated through the foil. More detail about the theory of permeation and the

experimental apparatus is provided in reference [3].

The deuterium flux (in the form of D2) is shown in Figure 1. The HD flux was very

similar in form but much smaller in magnitude and hence will be ignored. Since the flux did

not quite reach saturation, the net saturation flux was estimated as: J^ = 8.Ox 1015 at/m2s.

A numerical integration program was used to determine the time lag, r = 2.08 x 104 s, from

the time intercept of the time-integral of J(t) [3].

The vanadium substrate was 1 mm thick, but due to its very high permeability

(1018 at/m-s at 673 K), its effects can be neglected in the first approximation. Due to the high

reactivity of vanadium in air, there would be at least 20 nm of oxide on the V surface,



presumeably as V2O5. Assuming that the permeability of this oxide is similar to that of the

A1N, then the permeation flux should be largely determined by the much thicker A1N layer.

Whether this assumption is justified is a question that will be answered by future permeation

experiments on vanadium foils with controlled oxide thicknesses. Thus, if the A1N layer

determines the permeation flux, the effective foil thickness is: I « l.Ox lO^m, and the

diffusion coefficient of the deuterium through the A1N film is: D = £2/6r = 8 x 10"18m2/s.

The solubility of the deuterium in the A1N film is determined from: S = J^f/DP1'2 = 1.3 x

1025 at/m3Pa1/2. This gives a permeability of: K = DS » 108 at/m-s(Pa)1/2, smaller than that

of hydrogen in aluminum, but larger than the values for SiC or A12O3.

Upon completion of the permeation experiment the upstream face of the sample was

tarnished, whereas the appearance of the downstream (AIM) side was unchanged. (During the

preparation stage of the experiment, the sample was heated to 773 K for 1.5 h; in the actual

permeation measurements the sample was at 573 K for 20 h.) RBS measurements on both

surfaces of the foil showed that: (a) the oxide on the upstream side had grown to 80 nm; and

(b) vanadium appeared to have diffused from the substrate approximately 0.25 /*m into the A1N

film.

If the permeability of the vanadium oxide were very much less than that of the A1N, the

increased vanadium oxide layer thickness (RBS measurement (a), above) would alter the

permeation flux, leading to a reduced value of Jœ and an increased value of r. The effect would

be to reduce the apparent diffusivity and solubility derived for the A1N film, i.e to exaggerate

the effectiveness of the permeation layer.



2.2. Ion-Beam Analysis of A12O3

Two ion-beam analysis techniques were applied to measure the hydrogen and deuterium

in the A12O3 samples: D(3He,4He)p nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) [4], and forward elastic

recoil detection (ERD) [5,6]. In the NRA measurements reported here, the incident ion energy

was 0.8 MeV, and the energy spectrum of the alpha reaction product was converted into a depth

profile of deuterium. The advantage of NRA with A12O3 is the very low background noise,

which enables the determination of deuterium depth profiles with a resolution of up to 50 nm,

at concentrations as low as 100 appm. The probing depth in these experiments was « 0.38 pm.

Another approach, not used in this work, is to scan the 3He energy and measure the proton yield

as a function of 3He energy. This way, the depth probed can be greatly increased, but with a

corresponding loss in depth resolution.

The advantage of ERD is that the sensitivity is about ten times greater than that of the

NRA, i.e. 10 appm (or better if the target is not sensitive to ion-beam damage). Furthermore,

depending on the distributions, it is possible to detect and resolve all three isotopes of hydrogen.

The disadvantages of both techniques are: (a) the impact of energetic charged particles

on the samples causes radiation damage and may cause hydrogen isotope release; and (b) the

samples are insulators, so problems may occur due to charge build-up. The first disadvantage

can be used to study the effects of irradiation; furthermore, it can be minimised by performing

multiple analyses and extrapolating the results back to zero analysis ion fluence. The second

disadvantage is more severe for ERD, where the ion beam must enter and exit the sample at

glancing angles of, typically, 10° - 15° to the surface. The effects of charge build-up on the

following data is not yet clear; in future experiments, some samples will be coated with



grounded, thin conducting films to ensure that at least the surface does not charge up.

The first sample, 3 x 4 x 0.2 mm, was cut from a piece of "high-purity single crystal a-

A12O3," purchased from Cerac, Inc., USA (item # A-1230). The small size of the sample

contributed to difficulties in polishing and implantation. The second sample was a

polycrystalline alumina wafer, 6 x 10 x 0.1 mm, flat and polished, and thought to be of high

purity and low porosity. Since the initial experiments on these samples, we have received a

sample of the standard reference alumina WESGO-995 (R.E. Stoller, DOE/ER-313/8, p.299)

which will be cut and polished for future experiments. Also, we are expecting delivery of

annealed, KF-window grade sapphire samples from Crystal Systems, Inc. (USA).

A set of typical ERD spectra are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) is from the scattering

of 1.2 MeV 4He from the Cerac single-crystal: the ion beam is incident at 75° to the surface

normal, the scattering angle is 23°, and the H and D atoms were detected at an exit angle of 82°

to the surface normal. The forward-scattered 4He ions were filtered out by placing a 4 /*m

thickness of aluminized mylar over the detector aperture. Figure 2(b) shows the spectrum at a

nearby spot after implanting ~ lO^m"2 deuterium (as 60 keV D3
+ ions) at normal incidence;

here the scattering angle is 24°, causing a slight shift to lower energy. Note that there is

considerable hydrogen present in the sample as received. Probing at different spots on the

sample yields hydrogen concentration of 2 - 8 at %. This wide variation may be due to the

influence of surface roughness more than to innate variations in the hydrogen concentration.

In Figure 2, the yield obtained in the range of 440 - 590 keV indicates the presence of

deuterium, and below 440 keV the yield is due primarily to hydrogen. Energy and angular

straggling of the hydrogen signal results in a small overlap into the deuterium region. An



average yield of 1 count per channel in the deuterium region corresponds to a concentration of

69 appm; the deuterium concentration indicated by Figure 2(b) is about 1200 appm, and the

integrated yield is > 1019 m~2.

ERD analysis of the polycrystalline alumina sample produced similar spectra, however

the hydrogen concentration was 8 at % and varied little across the sample. Deuterium as

implanted to a fluence of « 1.5 x 1021m~2, but the deuterium was not detected by ERD.

However, the deuterium was detected using NRA, as shown in Figure 3. It is suspected that

charge build-up, coupled with the glancing angle ERD analysis, may be responsible for these

conflicting results.

Figure 3 shows signal peaks from the proton and alpha products of the 3He-D reaction.

The incident, scattering and exit angles are all 60°. The forward-scattered 3He ions were

filtered out with a single, 2 jttm thick aluminized mylar foil. The low background yield is due

to energy and angular straggling of the particles. The alpha energy spectrum was converted into

a depth distribution and plotted in Figure 4. Note that the alpha peak yield is low, with fewer

than 17 counts per channel. Since the uncertainty in the yield varies as the square root of the

yield, there is a large scatter in the points in Figure 4.

The damage deposition rates of the various ion beams are: (a) for the ERD, 1.2 MeV

4He+ analysis, ionization was 5 x 106 Gy/s, and elastic displacements were estimated at 9 x 10"6

dpa/s - typical analyses lasted 60 s; (b) for the NRA, ionization was 1.4 x 107 Gy/s, and elastic

displacements were estimated at 4 x 10"5 dpa/s - typical analyses lasted 200 s; and (c) for the

implantation, ionization was 6 x 104 Gy/s, and elastic displacements were estimated at 7 x 10"6

dpa/s - the implants took 6.3 x 103 s. Considering these numbers, it is apparent that



distinguishing the radiation damage effects of the analysis ions from those of the implant ions

will require a considerable amount of data and analysis of that data.

Figure 4 shows a deuterium depth distribution with a peak of about 0.19 at % at a depth

of 0.19 fj.m, and a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of » 0.38 fim. This contrasts with the

distribution predicted by TRIM-95 [7], in which the peak is expected at 0.19 jim but the

expected FWHM of the distribution is only 0.1 /an. When the expected width of the distribution

is convolved with the theoretical depth resolution of <rT « 0.05 pm (from angular and energy

straggling of the ions), one expects a FWHM of 0.155 /cm. The difference may be attributed

to radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) and/or ionization enhanced diffusivity (IED), due to the

energy deposited by the deuterium ions during the implantation.

An approximation of the diffusivity can be calculated by: (a) converting from (FWHM)2

to variance (a2), assuming a Gaussian distribution; (b) subtracting the resolution and profile

width in quadrature; and (c) relating the variance to a diffusivity. Then

a2 = (0.38/2.354)2 - (0.1/2.354)2- (0.05)2 = (0.148 /*m)2 » 2Dt,

where t is 6.3 x 103 s, the implant time. This yields a minimum enhanced diffusivity of

Dmin « 1.7 x 10"18 m2/s. This contrasts with the extrapolated diffusivity of tritium in

polycrystalline A12O3 of Fowler et al. [8], 8 x 10'38 m2/s at 300 K. If the radiation-enhanced

diffusivity is greater than Dmin, then much of the deuterium would have been released from the

sample during the implant. This was probably the case, since the measured deuterium yield of

1.1 x 1020 m"2 is much lower than the expected implantation fluence of ~ 1021 m"2. A more

sophisticated analysis would be possible using a diffusion calculation program such as INEL's

TMAP-4. However, given the large scatter in the depth profile, this does not seem to be
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justified. If the charging-up problem can be reduced by thin conducting coatings, then ERD

spectra should produce more useful depth profiles.

2.3 Analysis lon-Induced-Desorption

A similar treatment can be applied to the analysis-ion-induced desorption. Figure 5

shows a typical case: repeated ERD analysis on the same spot on the polycrystalline alumina

sample, before the deuterium implantation (the results for the single crystal are very similar).

The initial rate of hydrogen desorption is about 30 H atoms/4He ion, dropping to 0.35 H atoms/

ion at a fluence of 2.5 x l&^/m2 and continuing to drop. As an approximation, one can use the

Normal Error Distribution Ag(z) to derive the effective diffusivity corresponding to a given loss.

Ag(z) is the integral of a normalized Gaussian distribution, where z = Ax/a, Ax is the diffusion

distance and a2 « 2Dt, as above. Tables of Ag(z) are printed in many handbooks, such as

reference [9]. Ion-beam enhanced (effective) diffusivities calculated in this way are shown in

Table I.

Another way to analyse the ion-beam induced desorption is to calculate cross-sections for

desorption, following the example of Scherzer et al. [10] for detrapping of deuterium implanted

into BeO. For the simplest case, where there is one trapping energy or desorption process, the

amount of hydrogen (or deuterium) retained is N = N0-exp(-aD$). Here N0 is the initial

amount, O-Q is the desorption or detrapping cross-section, and $ is the ion flux. In the more

complex case of two cross-sections, N = Nj-exp^a^) + N2'exp(-02$)- Figure 6 shows a log-

linear plot of the data from Figure 5, with fits to both cases. The data would seem to fit better

to the two cross-section calculation.



Table I gives a summary of the cross-sections and initial values of hydrogen and

deuterium determined from six experiments. For comparison, we include the effective

diffusivities calculated as described above, the rates of ion energy deposition derived from

TRIM-95 [7], and the cross-sections of Scherzer et al. [10] for deuterium in BeO. Scherzer et

al. report that desorption scales with the ionization rate. Such a correlation is not confirmed by

the data in Table I, where the value of the effective diffusivity varies over 3 orders of magnitude

at one ionization rate. The variations in cr1 are less extreme, ranging from 0.75 -4.2 x 10"20 m2.

More experiments are needed in order to determine the dominant process here. One

possible explanation is that the estimates of Deff are lower limits, and that the desorption rate

is limited by de-trapping rather than enhanced diffusion. In other words, under irradiation, any

hydrogen or deuterium not deeply trapped is sufficiently mobile to escape the sample from a

depth of < 0.5 /-im. In A12O3, this is not normally the case at temperatures below 800 K.

2.4. Thermal Desorption

The polycrystalline alumina sample was annealed (before the deuterium implantation) for

1.5 x 105 s at 810 K. Approximately 10% of the hydrogen was desorbed. This can be used to

calculate a thermal diffusivity, D^, at 810 K: Ag(z) = 0.9 at z = 1.6, a = 0.4 jum/1.6 =

0.25 tim, and D « (2.5 x 10'7 m)2/2-t = 2.1 x 10'19 m2/s. This is remarkably close to 1.2 x

10"19 m2/s, the diffusivity of tritium in single crystal A12O3 at 810 K determined by Fowler et

al. [8].
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3. SUMMARY

Preliminary permeation measurements on an AIN thin film at 673 K yielded values of

8 x 10"18 m2/s for the diffusivity of deuterium, and 1.3 x 1025 at/m3(Pa)1/2 for the solubility of

deuterium.

Preliminary ion-beam studies of A12O3 indicate effective diffusivities at 300 K (under

analysis-ion irradiation, at about 107 Gy/s and 10"5 dpa/s) greater than 10"17 m2/s, more than

1020 times greater than the value predicted by extrapolating the Fowler et al. [8] equation for

the diffusivity of tritium in polycrystalline A12O3. Thermal desorption at 810 K was consistent

with the Fowler et al. [8] diffusivity. We tentatively conclude that the ion-beam desorption is

rate-limited by ion-induced detrapping, because the enhanced diffusivity is so large.

4. FUTURE WORK

In 1994 we developed our analysis techniques and performed preliminary permeation and

ion-beam analysis measurements. In 1995 we will use improved techniques and materials. We

plan to: (a) continue permeation measurements in AIN and check them against new vanadium

permeation data; (b) continue ion-beam analysis of irradiation effects on diffusion and desorption

of hydrogen isotopes from A12O3, and extend our experiments to BeO and AIN. By varying the

energies, fluxes and fluences of the ion beams, we expect to be able to get a better

understanding of the irradiation effects. Some samples will be coated with a thin conducting

film and grounded to minimize charging-up effects. For comparison, some samples will be

thermally loaded with deuterium, rather than implanted, before analysis.

We will also perform TMAP-4 diffusion calculations in order to improve data analysis.
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Table I: Ion-Induced Desorption and Diffusion at 300 K

Sample s.c. A12O3

(implanted)

Isotope H

Ion 1.2 MeV 4He

Ion Flux 2.1xl017

(ions/m2)

Ionization 5 x 106

(Gy/s)

Rate of Elastic 9 x 10'6

Displacements
(dpa/s)

ffl (m2)

Nj (at/m2)

ff2 (m
2) 1.5 x 10-21

N2(at/m2) 3.1xl02 0

Deff(m
2/s) 1.4X10'16

s.c. A12O3

(implanted)

D

1.2 MeV 4He

2.1 x 1017

5x 106

9 x 10'6

-

-

3.6 x ID'22

7.4 x 1018

1.8x ID'17

s.c. A12O3

(implanted)

1.2

2.1

H

MeV 4He

x 1017

Sx 106

9 x 10'6

9.9

2.9

1.2

1.5

3.3

x lu'21

xlO20

x ID'21

xlO20

x 10'16

s.c. A12O3

(implanted)

D

1.2 MeV 4He

2.1 x 1017

5x 106

9 x 10'6

l . lx 10'20

3.1x 1018

1.8 x ID'22

1.4 x 1018

l .Ox 10'16

P-

1.

2.

c. A12O3

H

2 MeV 4He

1 x 1017

5x 106

9 x 10'6

9.

8.

1.

3.

1.

3 x lu'21

8 x 1020

1 x lO'21

6 x 1020

9 x lu'15

p.c

1.2

2.1

. A1203

H

MeV 4He

x 1017

5x 10fi

9 x 10'6

4.2

1.0

1.7

3.1

2.8

x 10'2C

xlO2 1

x 10-21

xlO2 0

x 10-14

p.c. A1203

(implanted)

H

1.2 MeV 4He

2.1x 1017

5x 106

9 x 10'6

7.5 x 10-21

4.7 x 1020

-

-

4.8 x lu'16

p.c. A1203

(implanted)

D

0.8MeV3He

6.4 x 1017

1.4 x 107

4 x 10'5

-

-

1.3 x ID'21

1.1 xlO2 0

5.2 x 10'17

p.c. BeO
(implanted)

D

0.8MeV3He

(see below)

n

if

7.5 x lO'21

9.3 x 1020

3.9 x 10'22

4.2 x 1021

7 x 10-18 *

* The last column is derived from the data of Scherzer et al. [10]. The cross-sections are as they report; the ion flux is assumed to be very similar to the 3He flux used
in our NRA experiments, and so the ionization and dpa rates are also assumed to be similar. The value of Deff is a rough estimate based on these assumptions.
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Appendix I:

The Diffusivity and Solubility of Tritium

in A12O3 and BeO

This report contains the results of a quick literature survey of measurements of hydrogen isotope

diffusion, trapping and solubility in A1203 and BeO. The survey was not exhaustive, but it is thought

to be reasonably complete - i.e. there is little published data.

1. A12O3

1.1 Diffusivity: Fowler et al. [1] reported the diffusivities of tritium in several kinds of A12O3. They

determined these diffusivities by: (i) coating the samples with lithium-6; (ii) exposing them to fission

reactor neutrons, usually to a total fluence of about 2 x 1018/m2; and then (iii) desorbing the tritium by

annealing at temperatures of 200 - 1200°C. The implanted fluence was about 1017 tritium/m2, a

moderate to low concentration in a shallow distribution. Fowler et al. tested several samples with a

much lower neutron fluence (about 1017/m2). They observed no difference from the higher fluence

results, and concluded that radiation damage effects were not significant. (This conclusion might be

challenged on the basis that each tritium reaction product would create a number of displacements, with

most of the displacements very close to where the tritium came to rest; hence there is a high likelihood

that the tritium atom would be trapped at a radiation defect. In some temperature/trap energy regimes,

the effective diffusivity can be much lower than the bulk diffusivity. The energy of the tritium reaction

product is > 2.73 MeV; the maximum range is thus > 22.5 /*m; these tritium atoms create damage

at depths up to about 23 ^m.) Fowler et al. calculated these diffusivities:

single crystal A12O3: measurements at 600 - 1000°C;

the fitted diffusivity is

3.26 x 10-4 (m2/s) exp(-2.48 eV afVkT)

14



sintered (grain size 1-6 jum, <50 ppm MgO): measurements at 600 - 900°C;

the fitted diffusivity is

7.35 x 10'6 (m2/s) exp(-1.90 eV afVkT)

powder (particle size 0.2 ^m, <50 ppm MgO): measurements at 200 - 600°C;

the fitted diffusivity is

~3 x 10'10 (m2/s) exp(-1.17 eV at'VkT)

Lucalox (sintered A12O3, grain size 30 pm, with 0.2% MgO): measurements at 360 - 570°C;

the fitted diffusivity is

4 x 10'3 (m2/s) exp(-1.81 eV afVkT).

The Lucalox value is ~ 104 x larger than for the sintered A12O3, indicating the possibility that

impurities (and/or defects) greatly increase the effective diffusivity. Since the grain sizes > > the

recoil range, grain boundary effects are not considered important.

1.2 Solubility: Alexander et al. [2], in work that includes the data reported in Fowler et al. [8],

determined the solubility of deuterium in A12O3 by thermal absorption and desorption at 973 - 2089 K

to be: S = 2.5 x 1025-exp(-0.9 eV/kT) at/m3(Pa)1/2.

The authors advised caution in using this equation, because of experimental difficulties. The data used

were compiled from experiments with single crystal, polycrystalline and powdered A12O3, and contained

significant scatter. Both of their experimental points for single crystal A12O3 are found at about 20%

of the value predicted by the above equation.

1.3 Trapping: Myers et al. [3, 4] studied the trapping and release of deuterium implanted into

aluminum. They concluded that deuterium traps at A12O3 inclusions, grain boundaries and voids with

a binding energy of 0.71 eV, and attributed this to the formation of the D2 molecule. They also found

traps with an energy of 1.2 eV, which they attributed to O-D bond formation.

15



1.4 Radiation Enhanced Diffusion: At ICFRM-6 (September, 1993) Zinkle [5] presented a report

suggesting that the effect of radiation upon diffusion in insulators is very different from that in metals.

In metals, radiation is generally considered to increase diffusivities only if there are sufficient

displacements created: collision-induced mixing and radiation enhanced diffusion (RED). RED is

attributed to an greater-than-equilibrium concentration of vacancies and interstitials; there appears to

be no effect upon the diffusivities of the vacancies and interstitials, and no significant effect of

ionization. In contrast, in A12O3, MgO and MgAl2O4 the point defect diffusivities appear to be

enhanced by ionization (IED).

2. BeO

2.1 Diffusivity: In the paper mentioned above [1], Fowler et al. determined diffusivities for tritium in

various kinds of BeO:

single crystal: measured at 650 - 1200°C;

the fitted diffusivity is

1.11 x 10'6 (m2/s) exp(-2.28 eV afVkT)

sintered (grain size 9 /tin, 0.2% Mg, 0.32% Si): measured at 500 - 950°C;

the fitted diffusivity is

7 x 10'6 (m2/s) exp(-2.08 eV at'VkT)

powder (particle size 0.4 /xm, 50 ppm Si, 40 ppm Al): measured at 225 - 700°C;

the fitted diffusivity is

~ 10'16 (m2/s) exp(-0.69 eV afVkT).

Macaulay-Newcombe et al. [6] found that the diffusivity of deuterium in BeO was within the range of

values given by Fowler et al. [1] for tritium.

Palmer et al. [7] irradiated BeO powders with fission neutrons and then annealed them at temperatures

of 400 - 650°C, deriving diffusivities of about 7 x 10'17 (m2/s) exp(-1.05 eV afVkT). Their neutron

fluxes were somewhat higher than those in [1], at about 6 x lO^/m2. Their samples would have had

a uniform tritium distribution of about 0.4 appm, and also a helium concentration = l appm. The

helium would have formed trapping sites for the tritium, lowering the effective diffusivity.
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2.2 Solubility: Macaulay-Newcombe et al. [6] estimated that the solubility of deuterium in BeO is:

S » 1018at/m3(Pa)1/2exp(+0.8eVaf1/kT). They suggested that the solubility is linked

with the formation of hydroxide bonds, because the activation energy is close to the hydroxide bond

formation energy. A recent report by Longhurst and Dolan [8] contains a very similar value:

S « 1.8 x 1018 at/m3(Pa)1/2 exp(+0.8 eV afVkT).

2.3 Trapping and Radiation Enhanced Diffusion: Behrisch et al. [9] implanted deuterium into BeO

thermally grown on single crystals of Be. The fluences were very high, resulting in trapped surface

concentrations nearing saturation at 0.24 - 0.34 D:BeO. They used nuclear reaction analysis to depth

profile the deuterium, and found that the distribution was much deeper than could be explained by

applying the diffusivities of Fowler et al. [1]. They attributed this to enhanced diffusion of the

deuterium in the BeO during irradiation.

Scherzer et al. [10] in the same set of experiments found that deuterium was detrapped by the ionization

due to the analysis ions (during nuclear reaction analysis). They determined detrapping rates as high

as 17 D atoms per incident 790 keV 3He+ ion. They attributed the detrapping to ionization effects,

rather than displacement effects. They also stated that the effective diffusivity of deuterium in BeO

appeared to increase at high concentrations.

Langley [11] found that BeO grew on Be under ion irradiation, and that the thickness increased with

ion fluence. He attributed this to radiation enhanced diffusion of Be atoms through the BeO film.

(Tritium atoms, being similar in size to Be atoms, might also be expected to diffuse faster in BeO under

irradiation.)
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Figure 1: Permeation flux of deuterium through A1N film on V;
upstream pressure 5.5 kPa; 1 micrometer A1N on 1 mm V;
foil area 200 mm ; sample number A1N25, Cametoid.
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Figure 2: ERD Spectra of single crystal A1203.
Spectrum (a) is normalised to match the ion fluence in (b).
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Figure 3: NRA Spectrum of alumina implanted with 60 keV
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Figure 4: Deuterium depth profile after implantation
into alumina at 300 K. From NRA data. Dotted line
is a polynomial fit, drawn to guide the eye.


